
Start on the right menu 
Select a starting date and choose an item of plant to look at: 

 

 



What is the magic of Fred? 
just a Boolean return that I don’t bother testing). 

Agreement is to start 7 days before the given date 

So now populate the table lclFutureCommitmentDates 

 

 

This is just a raw list of 45 consecutive dates 

We then empty a raw table of future commitments. 

 



What next 

 

From the start date I calculate the end date, and put a filter on the back end query which is used to list all potential 

candidates for inclusion on the report 

 

The select case statement is there because we can do this by a generic plant type (John Deere 6130 tractor), or a 

specific item of plant  

This gives us a query which has all candidate hires  

 



More local tables used 
We have a local table which has the raw data into which we populate the data.  But this is built to accommodate the 

45 columns across the form/report 

 



Build the raw data 

 

 

This loops through the query and for each of the discovered hires inserts into the 45 dates fields the status of the 

hire (prepared, on hire…) and also into the second tranche of 45 fields the hire id. 

 

This then repeated for all open ended hires (start date, but no end date – assuming the end date is beyond the 45 

date window). 

 



Null records for plant not being hired in the period 
Then we look at all plant in that category and add in “null” records for any plant that is not hired at all during the 

relevant period (we check to see if the plant id is in the table already before adding in a null record). 

 



Now we have raw data that looks like this 
 

 

 



Duplicate records 
But there might be duplicate records (a tractor on two different hires over different weeks).  So we consolidate the 

raw table into a summarised table, 1 record per plant id. 

So there is a summary table, which is wiped, and then rebuilt. 

 

Check there is something to work with, then work through the records, catching duplicate records and consolidating 

as appropriate 



What’s going on here? 
This reads everything in the array of fields in the first row returned from the recordset and build them into 2 arrays 

(45 items long) of the hire information and the hire id.  This is easier than dealing with 90 separate fields in the 

returned record.  avarCurrentRecord is a variant into which we load the full record but we can access all columns 

using an index). 

 

 

 



Dedupe the records 
As we might have many records for a vehicle, we consolidate them when we detect a change of vehicle  

 

 



For further records 
Otherwise we accumulate the data 

 

 

Then get next record 

 



Last record 
On the last record we accumulate into the working total and then write back the last records to the summary file 

 

 

So now we have a summary file: 

 



The form  

 

Create the date headers 
 by looking for the 1st and 7th dates in the date table (and so on for the remaining week headers) (so hardwired, but 

not tricky) 

Me.Date1 = Format(DLookup("[DateOnHire]", "lclFutureCommitmentDates", "[DateID] = " & 1), "ddd d/m") & " to " 

& Format(DLookup("[DateOnHire]", "lclFutureCommitmentDates", "[DateID] = " & 7), "ddd d/m") 

Check how many we have 
Determine how many of this plant type we have in total that is on the road (NB VOR is off for servicing/repair 

troubles). 

 



Load the table 

 

Here we read all the original records for hires one by one into another variant array, and then count them into a 45 

item array of counts. 

We then populate the 45 total fields with a value showing spare capacity by determining how many tractors are 

hired against the total number that we have.  Note that VOR (Vehicle off road) plant is removed from the available 

total 



Form looks like 

 

 

 



Highlight status issues 
Registration number is red if on two hires 

 

Formatting rules 
And on the cells we have 

 

 

Each cell has a  

Private Sub HireInfo02_Click() 
    Popup_Hire_Details 
End Sub 
 

This checks which field we clicked (or null) 

 



Then knowing the field number, we find the hire information 

 

Note the need to insert a leading zero into the field name if under 10 

Find the information to display 
Then we look up the relevant details (there may be more than one hire) 

 

And msgbox it to the user 

 


